+
Problem

Bombas is on a mission to make the world a better place; for every
item purchased an apparel item is donated to someone affected by
homelessness. It is no surprise the brand’s policies align with their
values! Bombas Happiness Guarantee covers free returns with no time
limit; a wonderful policy that also produces a large volume of return
and exchange tickets. Tending to these tickets was time consuming
for the Customer Happiness Team and impacted customer wait times.
With Bombas’ continuous growth, they needed a way to reduce the
time spent on return and exchange tickets, and traditional return
solutions were not cutting it.

How can Bombas make their non-traditional returns process
frictionless for their agents and reduce the ticket handle time?

Solution

Thankful integrated with Bombas’ helpdesk and Shopify to resolve transactional tickets such as
order tracking and repair requests, freeing up the Customer Happiness Team to focus on higher
level customer interactions. Thankful also takes first steps on returns and exchanges, aiding the
agents while providing a quick and seamless experience for the customer.
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Results

decrease in
time to first response

Through decreasing the back and forth between customers and
agents on return and exchanges, Thankful helped reduce the time to
resolution for each ticket by 4 minutes - a total decrease of 35%.
Between returns, exchanges and other transactional tickets Thankful
resolves, the overall time to first response has also dropped by 81%.

“

I was skeptical at the beginning and had some real reservations,
but Thankful has proven themselves. The team is made of total pros and the
technology saves our agents time and gives us the ability to manage spikes
in ticket volume really well. With every metric you could possibly look at in
terms of a successful partnership, Thankful is knocking it out of the park.
We’ve come a long way and are happy with the results.
- Drew Stadler, VP of Customer Happiness
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Let’s connect:
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